Get Psyched on Friday, 10/6

We're welcoming alumni back to Brogden for Get Psyched, a FREE 1-hour event featuring 4 flash talks by psychology faculty and researchers on:

- the psychology of gun ownership
- well-being in mid-life
- biomarkers and their purpose
- how false beliefs persist

Register today to Get Psyched with us!

Stereotypes and Their Consequences for Black Women’s Well-being

In this Institute for Diversity Science podcast episode, Assistant Professor Morgan Jerald discusses a few of the main categories of stereotypes that others may hold about Black women and explains that even if someone doesn’t believe or endorse a stereotype, just being aware of it can be harmful.
UW Psych Welcomes Career Development Manager

Psychology majors represent the second-largest major in Letters & Science, and go on to careers in a variety of fields. Now, Stephanie Scholze is here to help them take the next steps in internship and job strategies that complement their psychology training. And she's inviting alumni to partner with her to help further student flourishing.

Show your support for our Psychology Badgers

The flamingos will be flocking to Bascom Hill October 5-6! Join us in sharing your #PsychologyBadger pride and supporting our more than 1,400 declared psychology majors. Learn more how your gift helps us prepare our current students for the future.

Give to the Department of Psychology
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